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INTERACTION OF NON-METALLIC INCLUSION PARTICLES WITH ADVANCING SOLIDIFICATION FRONT

ODDZIAŁYWANIE CZĄSTEK WYDZIELEŃ NIEMETALICZNYCH Z POSTĘPUJĄCYM FRONTEM KRZEPNIĘCIA

This work deals the phenomenon interaction of crystallization front on the particles of non-metallic precipitates. The
behavior of a single particle in the vicinity of horizontal and vertical front was analyzed. The forces acting on the particle
were characterized and the equilibrium condition formulated, from which the critical velocity of front may be deduced. The
calculation results were illustrated in the form of graphs.
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Praca zajmuje się zjawiskiem oddziaływania przemieszczającego frontu krystalizacji na cząstki wydzieleń niemetalicznych.
Analizowano zachowanie pojedynczej cząstki wydzielenia w pobliżu poziomego i pionowego frontu. Scharakteryzowano siły
działające na cząstkę w pobliżu frontu i sformułowano warunek równowagi, z którego wynika szybkość krytyczna frontu.
Wyniki obliczeń zilustrowano w postaci wykresów.

1. Introduction

In the solidification process the non-metallic inclusions
may be either engulfed or repelled by the advancing solidifi-
cation front. Consequently, they may be evenly dispersed in the
material or accumulated in certain areas. If the crystallization
front has a cellular or dendritic character, the particle may be
present within the field of activity of two local fronts simul-
taneously. If it has not been already engulfed by any of them,
it will be entrapped in the last portion of the solidifying steel,
most frequently in the ingot axis. The interaction of a particle
with the crystallization front can be directly observed only
on the liquid steel surface [1-2]. Depending on the chemical
composition of the inclusion, its behavior differs in relation to
the mobile solidification front.

The simplest criterion deciding about the engulfment by
solidification front is the so-called free energy of absorption
∆Gp, defined as interface energy difference σp−s and σp−l.
The engulfment takes place when:

∆Gp = σp−s − σp−l 6 0 (1)

where:
σp−s – surface energy of particle/solid metal system

[N/m],
σp−l – surface energy of particle/liquid metal system

[N/m],
This dependence, as given by Omeny and Neumann [3]

in the form of a thermodynamic condition, is applicable to
all low advancement rates of the solidification front. Meeting

condition (1) is sufficient for a particle to adhere to the crys-
tallization front. At higher solidification rates the particles are
engulfed even when the absorbed free energy exceeds zero.
The bigger is the diameter of the inclusion the smaller is the
boundary rate, at which engulfing takes place.

2. Single particle near vertically advancing crystallization
front

The correct analysis of interaction of an inclusion and
solidification front should account for equilibrium of forces
acting on the particle. In the simplest case, a single particle is
present in the vicinity of the crystallization front in a system
where no convective flow of the liquid occurs [4]. If a flat
crystallization front moves up vertically at a constant rate of
V, the behavior of the particle results from the balance of
forces acting on it:

– force due to gravity i.e. difference between buoyancy
and weight (Fg [N])

Fg =
4
3
· π · r3(ρm − ρp) · g (2)

where:
ρm – density of metal (steel) [kg/m3],
ρp – density of particle (inclusion) [kg/m3],
g – gravitational acceleration [m/s2],
r – radius of a non-metallic inclusion [m].
– repulsive force,
Repulsive force (Fr [N]) between a solid, spherical par-

ticle of radius r and surface s/l is a result of a difference of
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surface energies ∆σ0 [4], [5]. As the repulsive force acts on a
small distance, the following is assumed:

∆σ0 = σp−s − (σp−l + σs−l) > 0 (3)

where:
σs−l – surface energy of the liquid metal/solid metal sys-

tem [N/m].
The repulsive force acts on a distance d0, which is of

atom size order. The denotation d0 refers to the flat solidifica-
tion front. When the distance in bigger, x >d0, then the share
of the surface energy decreases

∆σ = ∆σ0 ·
(
d0

x

)n
(4)

σ0 – [N/m],
d0 – distance [m].
where: n = 2 to 7; this results from the type of interac-

tion, for van der Waals force n=7. Repulsive force acting on
a particle of radius r equals to:

Fr = π · r · ∆σ (5)

For a location x = d0+ r, Fr =0, and for x = d0, Fr >0. By
transformation of formula (4) and (5), on the assumption that
r >>d0 , we obtain:

Fr = −π · r · ∆σ0

n − 1
(6)

Pötschke and Rogge [6] identify the repulsive force as an in-
teraction of Van der Waalsa type, which can be presented by
the following dependence:

Fr =
32
3
· A · r3 · R3 · (d0 + r + R)

d2
0 · (d0 + 2R)2 · (d0 + 2r)2 · (d0 + 2r + 2R)2

(7)

where:
A – Hamaker constant,
R – radius of curvature of solidification front [m],
r – radius of non-metallic inclusion [m].
Radius of curvature R of surface s/l is assumed to be

positive when its convexity is directed towards the liquid. For
a flat boundary s/l (R → ∞):

Fx
r = lim

R→∞
Fr =

2
3
· A · r3

d2
0 · (d0 + 2r)2

(8)

On this basis the Hamaker constant can be determined, provid-
ed that the least value of d0 equals to the interatomic distance
in the grid a0.

A = 12π · a2
0 · ∆σ (9)

- drag force (Fd [N]) – resistance of viscous stream is con-
nected with the viscosity of fluid and its value for a general
case is regulated by Stokes law.

Fd = 6π · µ · V · r (10)

where:
µ – dynamic viscosity of liquid [kg/m·s],
V – rate of solidification front in a steady state [m/s].

For the reason of allowing the solidification front to move
up vertically at a certain distance from a particle, fresh liquid
has to be constantly supplied to the space between the par-
ticle and the front. The distribution of the flow rate of fluid
between two approximately parallel surfaces is calculated from
Navier-Stokes equation:

Vl(x) =
x · (h − x)

2 · µ · dP
dRc

(11)

where:
h – distance between a non-metallic inclusion and the

vertical solidification front [m],
Rc – radius of analyzed fragment of surface s/l [m],
P – pressure.
Stream J of a liquid flowing through the lateral surface

of a cylinder of radius Rc equals to:

J =

h(Rc)∫

0

Vl(x) · 2π · Rc · dx (12)

J – stream.
The same amount is crystallized in a unit of time:

J = π · R2
c · V (13)

The drag force (Fd) is proportional to pressure in equation
(11):

dFd = π · R2
c · dP (14)

By comparing (12) and (13), and accounting for (11) and (14)
we can calculate the drag force, which for a small distance
between the particle and the front (d0<<r) is given by the
equation:

Fd = 6π · µ · V · r
2

d0
(15)

3. Calculation of gravity force Fg, repulsive force Fr and
drag force Fd

On the basis of above presented equations (2), (3) and
(10), exemplary calculation of gravity force Fg, repulsive force
Fr and drag force Fd were conducted for an Al2O3 particle in
steel. The following data were assumed for the calculation: ρm

– density of metal (steel) 7000 [kg/m3], ρp – density of inclu-
sion (Al2O3) 3990 [kg/m3], r – radius of inclusion 0.00001 –
0.0001 [m], µ – dynamic viscosity of steel 0.06 [Pa·s], V –
rate of solidification front: 5 µm/s, 10 µm/s, 15µm/s, n=2, 3,
4, 5, 6 or 7.

Two variants were considered:
Variant 1 Variant 2
σs−l – 0.5 [N/m] σs−l – 1.0 [N/m]
σp−l – 0.5 [N/m] σp−l – 0.3 [N/m]
σp−s – 1.5 N/m] σp−s – 1.5 N/m]
The results of calculation of the gravity force Fg acting on

a non-metallic (Al2O3) particle as a function of the particle’s
radius are presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Gravity force Fg against radius of inclusion (Al2O3) radius

The results of calculation of repulsive force Fr (6) be-
tween solid, spherical particle of radius r and surface s/l for:
σs−l =0.5 [N/m], σp−l =0.5 [N/m], σp−s =1.5 [N/m] are pre-
sented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Repulsive force Fr against radius of inclusion (Al2O3) for:
σs−l – 0.5 [N/m], σp−l – 0.5 [N/m], σp−s – 1.5 [N/m]

The results of calculations of repulsive force Fr (6) acting
on a spherical particle of aluminum oxide as a function of the
radius of inclusion for: σs−l =1.0 [N/m], σp−l =0.3 [N/m],
σp−s =1.5 [N/m] are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Repulsive force Fr against radius of inclusion (Al2O3) for:
σs−l – 1.0 [N/m], σp−l – 0.3 [N/m], σp−s – 1.5 [N/m]

The results of calculations of drag force Fd acting on a
non-metallic particle disposed in a neighborhood of solidifi-
cation front vertically moving at a rate of 5, 10 and 15 µm/s
are presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Results of calculations of drag force Fd depending on the ra-
dius of Al2O3 particle in the vicinity of solidification front vertically
moving at a rate of V=5 µm/s, 10 µm/s and 15 µm/s

The growth of a non-metallic (Al2O3) particle results in
the increasing force of gravity Fg. Calculations conducted for
the repulsive force Fd corresponding to the force acting on a
particle (variants 1 and 2) indicate that the assumed coefficient
n=2 (with the concurrent increase of the particle’s size) causes
a change of the repulsive force value by one order; for n=7
the difference of the repulsive force in variants 1 and 2 is
over double, e.g. for a particle of a radius to 0.0001 m, the
repulsive force equals to -2.61·10−5 and -1.04·10−5 in variants
1 and two, respectively (n=7).

4. Critical solidification rate

The rate at which the solidification front is advancing as-
sumes a critical value Vcrit , when the particle is in a stationary
position in reference to the front, i.e. it is neither repelled nor
attracted. In this state the forces acting on the particle can be
assumed to be sustained:

F g + Fr + Fd = 0 (16)

In the case of a non-metallic inclusion in liquid steel, the
gravity force Fg is directed upwards, hence:

F g + Fr = Fd (17)

After substituting expressions for particular forces from equa-
tions (2), (6) and (15) one can directly calculate the critical
rate of solidification front movement. Having neglected the
gravity force (for a small difference of density of particle and
grid materials), Stefanescu et al. [7] gives a simplified depen-
dence for the critical flow rate:

Vcrit =
∆σ0 · d0

6 · (n − 1) · µ · r (18)

This dependence is not used for the metal/non-metallic inclu-
sion system, when the density difference is high. When the
rate of the front is lower than the critical value, the particles
only are repelled, otherwise, they are absorbed. The analysis
of equation (18) reveals that the critical solidification rate is
higher for small-radius particles.
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5. Single particle in the vicinity of a moving
crystallization front

In the case of a vertical crystallization front which ad-
vances horizontally, the particle may be assumed to be immo-
bile. The movement of the particle in reference to the front
should be accounted for. The flat system of forces acting on
the particle also covers the gravity force, expressed with the
equation (2). The drag force of a viscous flow taking place
in the opposite direction as compared to that of the particle,
with the velocity Vp and in reference to fluid is presented in
the following form [8]:

Fd = 6 · π · µ · r · Vp · θ (19)

where:
Fd – drag force of viscous flow,
µ – coefficient of dynamic viscosity [kg/m·s],
The value of coefficient θ depends on the flow direction

of the particle and its distance from front h: θ = 1 for a particle
far away from the front, θ = r

h for a particle approaching the
front, and θ = ln

(
r
h

)
for a particle moving parallel to the front.

In the neighborhood of the solidification front the rate of
the fluid’s flow is non-homogeneous (component parallel to
the front is important) and the concentration of liquid com-
ponents is non-homogeneous (especially components of those
low equilibrium partition coefficient ks/l). A force due to the
gradient of fluid velocity S, perpendicular to the front, in an
area identified as a boundary velocity layer, can be treated
as Saffman force [9]. Saffman force FS [N] is defined by the
following dependence:

Fs = 6, 46 · µ · r2 · Vp ·
√

S
v

(20)

where:
r – radius of inclusion [m],
ν – kinematic viscosity [m2/s],
S – local gradient of fluid velocity [m/s].
Force Fs may cause approaching or moving away of a

particle from the front, depending on the direction of flu-
id’s movement and a difference of particle and fluid densities.
When the fluid is flowing down along the front and the density
of the particle is higher than that of fluid, Saffman force moves
away the particle from the front [9]. The non-homogeneity of
concentration of a surface-active fluid component in the vicin-
ity of the crystallization front (in the boundary concentration
area) generates a force which brings the particle closer to the
front surface (Marangoni effect). Mukai & Zeze [10] made
an experiment for water solutions, where this effect occurred
in the presence of a surfactant. Force FM [N]acting on the
particle is a function of gradient of interface energy σp−l:

FM = −8
3
· π · r2 · ∂σp−l

∂z
(21)

where:
z – horizontal coordinate,
r – radius of an inclusion [µm].
Figure 5 shows equilibrium diagram of forces acting on

a particle flowing down the vertical solidifying front.

Fig. 5. Equilibrium of forces acting on a particle flowing down the
vertical solidifying front [11]

The resultant velocity of the particle is also proportion-
al to the gradient of interface energy. Experimental data on
the critical value of solidification rate solely refer to particles
on the surface of liquid metal with the crystallization front
moving horizontally. As far as Al2O3 inclusions in steel are
concerned, Shibata et al. [12] stated that the critical rate of
the front can be expressed with the below dependence:

Vcrit = 60
r (r w µm) (22)

which gives 1.2 µm·s−1for a particle of radius of 50 µm. Ste-
fanescu et al. [7] observed that for SiC particles in low mag-
nesium or nickel alloys of aluminum the values of Vcrit are
much higher for particles of radius equal to 50 µm, i.e. stay
within a broad range of values from 8 to 400 µm·s−1.

6. Exemplary calculation of frictional force Fd for a
non-metallic particle in the vicinity of a vertical

solidification front which is advancing horizontally

The frictional force Fd for a non-metallic particle in the
vicinity of a vertical solidification front, which is advancing
horizontally, was calculated on the basis of equation (19). The
following assumptions were made:

µ – viscosity of steel 0.06 [Pa·s],
Vp – velocity of a non-metallic particle in respect to fluid:

5 µm/s, 10 µm/s, 15 µm/s.
Two variants were analyzed:
Variant 1: θ = 1,
Variant 2: θ = r/h, dla h1 = 0.000001[m],

h2 = 0.00001[m].
The results of calculations are presented in Figures 6 to

8.
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Fig. 6. Results of calculations of frictional force Fd for a non-metallic
particle in the vicinity of a vertical solidification front which is ad-
vancing horizontally, for the particle velocities: 5 µm/s, 10 µm/s,
15 µm/s (variant 1)

Fig. 7. Results of calculations of frictional force Fd for a non-metallic
particle in the vicinity of a vertical solidification front which is ad-
vancing horizontally, for the particle velocities: 5 µm/s, 10 µm/s,
15 µm/s (variant 1), for h1 = 0.000001 [m] (variant 2)

Fig. 8. Results of calculations of frictional force Fd for a non-metallic
particle in the vicinity of a vertical solidification front which is ad-
vancing horizontally, for the particle velocities: 5 µm/s, 10 µm/s,
15 µm/s (variant 1), for h2 = 0.00001 [m] (variant 2)

Calculations of the frictional force Fd for a non-metallic
particle in the vicinity of a vertical front advancing horizon-
tally for variants 1 and 2, determine the influence of radius
of an inclusion on force Fd . The same increasing tendency
of frictional force with the increasing velocity of the particle

is maintained in all cases. In both variants the frictional force
values increase with the increasing radius of the inclusion par-
ticle and with the velocity of the advancing solidification front.
In variant 1 the frictional force was two orders lower than in
variant 2 for h1 = 0.000001 [m] and one order lower than
in calculations made for variant 2 for h1 = 0.00001 [m]. The
frictional force mainly acts on particles in the close vicinity
of the solidification front.

7. Morphology of particle engulfment

The engulfment of a particle, requiring exceeding of crit-
ical advancement rate of the front was presented in detail in
Fig. 9. Here the field of temperature and field of forces act-
ing on the particle, operate simultaneously. The equilibrium
distance of a particle from the front can be determined for
these fields individually. In the real process the moving par-
ticles and deformation of the solidification front cause that
these two equilibrium distances become equal [13], [14] and
[15].The relation between thermal conductivity of particle ma-
terial kp and the liquid metal km determines the shape of the
crystallization front.

Fig. 9. Deformation of solidification front and engulfment of a par-
ticle for a front advancing faster than the critical velocity: A) for kp

>km, B) for kp <km [13,14,15]

For kp >km the engulfment begins with a concavity
formed in the front, and for kp <km from a convexity formed
in the front. Deformations of the solidification front may be
considerable in size. For instance, Stefanescu at al. [4] made
an experiment with small SiC particles in the solidifying
dinitrile succinate. The obtained depth of concavity of front
(Fig. 9.A.a) exceeded the particle’s diameter over ten times.

8. The influence of fluid flow on engulfment of particles
in the vertical continuous casting

Previous considerations were focused on the case in
which the fluid does not flow along the horizontal solidifi-
cation front. If this happens, the particle staying in contact
with the crystallization front will roll on it. This movement is
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generated by a force due to the fluid flow (its component is
parallel to the crystallization front), and frictional force. The
critical rate of flow of metal, above which the rolling takes
place, can be calculated. The flow of fluid can be also brought
about by the front advancement itself, when the solidification
has a dendritic character. During solidification the flow may
hinder the assimilation of particles by the advancing front.
For a given advancement rate we also have a critical veloc-
ity of fluid flow, above which the particles will be pushed
away by the front, even if its rate exceeds the critical value.
The critical value of fluid flow increases with the increasing
size of particles, their density and coarseness and velocity of
the advancing front face. The analyzed problem is complex,
and its modeling requires actual cases, where the geometry
of the system, type and magnitude of flow as well as surface
properties of particles are specified.

During continuous casting of metal, the vertical solidifi-
cation front is usually dendritic. For analytical purposes, this
shape can be modeled by an artificial wall made of uniform
spheres, as in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Interaction of a spherical inclusion with crystallization front
[11]

In the downward laminar flow of liquid steel the particles
are engulfed after it passes the space between two neighbor-
ing spheres (site 2). If the components of the particle velocity
were vx and vz (smooth front face), and ux and uz (coarse front
face), then we have:

ux =vx (23)

uz = f · vz (24)

Modification of the component velocity vz by the coarse front
is expressed by coefficient f. Having accounted for this factor
we obtain a condition of particle assimilation after [10]:

R
D − R

6
f · vz
vx

(25)

where:
D – distance between spheres in artificial rough front.
The distribution of fluid velocity along the direction can

be approximated as:

VH = 2V0 ·
(
1 − (H − z)2

H2

)
(26)

where:
H – distance between the particle and vertical solidifica-

tion front [m],
z – horizontal coordinate.
The velocity of a particle moving downward can be cal-

culated from the equation:

vx = (v0 + 2V0) ·
(
1 − (H − z)2

H2

)
(27)

v0 – velocity of a particle in reference to the velocity of
steel [m/s]

V0 – average velocity of fluid (steel) flow downwards
[m/s].

Velocity of particle v0 in relation to liquid equals to:

v0 =
2r2 · g

9µ
·
(
ρp − ρm

)
(28)

The component of particle’s velocity in a direction z can be
calculated from the Saffman force dependence (20). The ve-
locity gradient in the vicinity of the solidification front can be
approximated by the following equation:

S =
4 · V0

H
(29)

S – local gradient of fluid’s velocity [m/s],
H – distance of a particle from vertical solidification front

[m].
The velocity of a particle in reference to fluid can be

determined from dependences (26) and (27):

up = v0 ·
(
1 − (H − z)2

H2

)
(30)

Hence the Saffman force equals to:

FS = 6.46 · µ · r2 ·
(
4 · V0

H · ν
)
· v0 ·

(
1 − (H − z)2

H2

)
(31)

This force is in equilibrium with the drag Fd . Having assumed
θ = 1 and Fs = Fd we obtain:

R
D − R

6 0.68· f ·r·
√

V0

H · ν ·
r2 ·

(
ρp − ρm

)
· g

r2 ·
(
ρp − ρm

)
· g + 9 · µ · V0

(32)

Generally, the flow of fluid strongly affects the interaction of
inclusions and the solidification front. The velocity of flow
which is critical for given front parameters totally blocks the
engulfment of particles. Higher critical velocities are needed
for bigger and denser particles, and also for higher crystal-
lization rates and for coarser surfaces. On the other hand, in
the turbulent flow conditions, the component velocity of some
particles towards the advancing solidification front is high-
er, therefore can be assimilated more readily. Coefficient f in
equation (25) signifies that also turbulent flow takes place in
the metal flow.
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9. Calculation of velocity of non-metallic particle v0 and
velocity of particle vs. fluid up

The velocity of non-metallic particle v0 and velocity of
particle vs. fluid up were calculated on the basis of above
presented equations (28) and (30). The following assumptions
were made:

ρm – density of metal (steel) 7000 [kg/m3],ρp – density
of inclusion (Al2O3) 3990 [kg/m3],

r – radius of non-metallic particle 0.00001-0.0001[m], H
– distance of a non-metallic particle from the vertical solid-
ification front 0.000001 [m], z – horizontal coordinate, z1 =

0.00001 [m], z2 = 0.00005 [m], z3 = 0.0001 [m].
Results of calculations are presented in Figures 11 and

12.

Fig. 11. Results of calculations of velocity of a non-metallic particle
as a function of its radius

Fig. 12. Results of calculations of velocity of a non-metallic particle
as a function of its radius and coordinate z

The velocity of a particle increases with the growth of its
radius, which means that bigger inclusions leave the steel faster
than their smaller counterparts. The obtained results suggest
that the velocity of a non-metallic particle up in reference
to liquid steel increases with its growing size, and this trend
tendency is maintained for various locations of z; at higher
values of z (z3), the velocity up is higher.

10. Conclusion

Calculations for single particle near vertically advancing
crystallization front show a conclusion that bigger inclusions

are repelled by the front and accumulate in the central part of
the ingot, whereas their smaller counterparts are distributed
in the ingot evenly. The values of the surface tension σs−l and
σp−l (variant 2) result in an increase of the repulsive force act-
ing on the inclusions. On the other hand, the increase of the
frictional force is also influenced by the increasing size of the
particle and the rate at which the solidification front advances.
Calculations of the drag force Fd force for a non-metallic par-
ticle in the vicinity of a vertical front advancing horizontally
for variants, determine the influence of radius of an inclusion
on force Fd . The Fd force values increase with the increasing
radius of the inclusion particle and with the velocity of the
advancing solidification front. The frictional force mainly acts
on particles in the close vicinity of the solidification front.
Calculation of velocity of non-metallic particle v0 and fluid
up show, that the velocity of a particle increases with the
growth of its radius, which means that bigger inclusions leave
the steel faster than their smaller counterparts.
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